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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of automatic
identification of chordal progressions from audio by presenting
the application of Machine Learning techniques to map chordal
progressions from the magnitude spectrum to symbolic notation.
Five different machine learning techniques are used to map
the chordal progressions, namely: Naive Bayes, Support Vector
Machines, Random Forests, Logistic Regression Classifiers and
Multilayer Perceptrons. Two different transforms are used to
train the machine learning models, namely: the Short-time
Fourier Transform (STFT) and the Constant-Q Transform. The
models are compared according to five metrics, namely: Program
Run Time, Precision Score, Recall Score, F1 score and Cohen’s
Kappa Score. The results showed that the Multilayer Perceptron
achieved the highest accuracy of 99.48%, and Naive Bayes
achieved the lowest accuracy of 50.15%. This paper shows
the capability of real-time machine learning models to identify
chordal progressions given noisy wav files, as well as the ability to
identify where certain chords may be mistaken for one another.
Index Terms—Chordal Progressions, Naive Bayes, Support
Vector Machines, Random Forests, Logistic Regression, Multilayer Perceptrons, Machine Learning, Music

I. I NTRODUCTION
The art of music composition has been around for years,
creating the most exquisite pieces, and recently there have
been attempts to train computers to compose music. In this
paper, music composition will not be looked at directly,
but rather a method that aids music composition - namely,
mapping chordal progressions from the magnitude spectrum to
symbolic notation. Chords are a vital component of songs, and
thus having efficient means of extracting chordal progressions
from audio clips is imperative for music analysis.
Chordal Progressions refer to the order in which musical
chords are played in a song or piece of music. There has been
extensive research in Chord Recognition Systems, [1], which
focus on identifying chords from audio signals, Algorithmic
Music Composition, [2], where a computer learns how to
compose its own music, and Music Genre Classification, [3],
where a computer learns to classify a piece of music according
to its genre. However, research is limited in terms of Chordal
Progression Recognition Systems, [4], which identifies the
progression of one chord to the next in audio clips.
The benefits of this include, and are not limited to: searching
for songs based off of its chordal progressions, composing
music and identifying emotions based off of someone’s voice.

By using chordal progressions instead of chords, searching
for songs becomes key independent, thus adding a level of
generalization and reducing the level of variance of labels to
the models.
Despite the fact that the current methods for approximating
chords are quite accurate, the accuracy is dependent on noise.
Noisier audio tracks result in misidentified notes, missed
notes, additional notes or repeated notes. This inaccuracy can
create multiple issues for example: when performing music
composition, the algorithm might learn from the repeated notes
and compose music in this style, or it might add non-harmonic
notes that it learned from this noise. This might also create
problems when transcribing music resulting in sheet music that
has discrepancies in it, leading to musicians playing incorrect
melodies from the sheet music.
The purpose of this research is to explore fast data driven
machine learning techniques that successfully predict the
chordal progressions of a noisy piece of audio. The report
details the implementation of five machine learning models by
discussing the preprocessing, model training and evaluation
information. The preprocessing consists of reformatting the
data to help train the model. Training the model incorporates
five different implementations: Naive Bayes, Support Vector
Machines, Random Forests, Logistic Regression Classification
and Multilayer Perceptrons. In the evaluation, different models
are compared using five different metrics: Program Run Time,
Precision Score, Recall Score, F1 score and Cohen’s Kappa
Score.
The contributions made in this paper are as follows:
• Five machine learning models that identify chordal progressions from audio files.
• An investigation into which chords are commonly mistaken for other chords when performing chordal progression identification.
The paper begins with a Background Section which explains
important music theory concepts that are needed to further
understand the contents of this paper. It then continues with
a Related Work section detailing previous papers which have
dealt with similar research topics to explore their contributions
and significance. Next, this paper looks at Model Architecture
and Training, which explains the different models used and
why each model is used, which is followed by an Experimental

Setup section detailing how each model is set up with regards
to datasets and feature extraction. This is followed by the
Results Section to showcase the success of each model and
explain any observations made in running the algorithms.
The paper continues with a Discussion Section comparing the
different models with regards to certain performance criteria,
and finishing with a Conclusion section discussing whether
the paper addressed the problem of identifying chordal progressions.
II. BACKGROUND
In order to understand the lines of this research, it is
important to understand a few concepts and terms used in
music theory. The following concepts can be found in Dunbar
[5].
a) Chords: A chord is a harmonic set of pitches or
frequencies played simultaneously, and labeled according to
the seven notes A, B, C, D, E, F, G. Not only is a chord a
certain combination of harmonic notes centered about a root
note, but it can also be major, minor, diminished or augmented,
depending on the interval between each note. A chord is major
by default, and major chords are referred to as happy sounding
chords, where the interval between the first two notes is two
whole notes, and the last two notes is a whole note and a half,
compared to the sad sounding minor chords which are denoted
by a small m, and the middle note is lowered by half a step,
eg: Am (A minor). A chord is diminished when the fifth note
of a minor chord is lowered by half a step, and a chord is
augmented when the fifth note of a major chord is raised by
a half step.
In addition to a chord being either major or minor, chords
can also be associated with the term ”flat” or ”sharp”. These
terms mean that the root key of the chord, for example the note
A in the A chord, is transposed (shifted) down by a semi-tone
(by a half step) if it is flat, or up by a semi-tone if it is sharp.
A flat chord is indicated by the ” ” symbol, and a sharp chord
is indicated by the ” ” symbol.
All of these combinations of chords make the problem of
identifying chords accurately more challenging due to the fact
that some chords are built off of other chords and many chords
overlap with the same composition of notes apart from a few
slight differences.
b) Chordal Progressions: A chordal progression is a
succession of chords. Chordal progressions are labeled using
roman numerals. In order to calculate a chordal progression,
two chords from the same key are taken and the jump between
one chord to the next indicates its progression.
c) Octaves: An Octave is the interval between one note
and another which has double the frequency of the first note.
On a piano, an octave consists of seven notes along with their
respective flats and sharps: A, B, C, D, E, F, G. Octaves are
labeled from left to right, with the leftmost octave (the deepest
sound) being one.
d) Spectral Representation: The spectral representation
of sound is a visual image of the frequencies that the sound
consists of, and the respective intensities of those frequencies.

To obtain the spectral representation, the raw audio track
is passed into a form of mathematical transform, such as
the Fast Fourier Transform, and each amplitude per time is
deconstructed into the frequencies encapsulated in that amplitude, and the intensity of each frequency. The image shows a
frequency at a point of time in the audio. This frequency does
not necessarily represent a singular note, but rather the sum
of the frequencies of all of the notes played simultaneously at
that time. An example of spectral representation of an audio
clip is depicted in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. An example of Spectral Representation of an audio file.

e) Symbolic Representation: Symbolic representation
can be presented in a number of ways. One option is through
the use of letters for notes as seen with the use of chords,
discussed above. It can also be drawn as sheet music as
indicated below in Figure 2, where each black dot represents a
note, and the notes are arranged in a specific formation along
black horizontal lines.

Fig. 2. An example of a piece of Sheet Music.

Each note can be drawn differently indicating rhythm and
duration, with certain cues indicating loudness, tempo, pitch,
etc. Chord Progressions themselves also have a unique way
of being represented, either being represented by the chords
one after the other, or more commonly represented as a set of
Roman Numerals indicating the jump from one chord to the
next (the Chordal Progression), for example: C F G would be
written as I IV V.
f) The Circle of Fifths: The Circle of Fifths is an
important concept in music theory that relates to chordal
arrangements [6]. It organizes the twelve chromatic pitches
into a sequence of fifths by placing chords with similar
key signatures near each other. The Circle of Fifths can be
used to describe the musical relationships between pitches,
and is useful for musical composition as it can be used to
obtain pleasant sounding chordal arrangements by traversing
clockwise or anticlockwise around the circle of chords. A
diagram showing the Circle of Fifths is shown in Figure 3.
III. R ELATED W ORK
There is limited research on identifying chordal progressions using machine learning techniques. A few papers have

Fig. 3. A visual representation of The Circle of Fifths

demonstrated the use of chordal progressions in order to
predict something else, for example recognising emotions
based off of chordal progressions, [7], however, the majority
of research focuses on identifying chords instead of chordal
progressions. One paper that looks at identifying chord progressions include used human vocals as its database in contrast
to the piano audio used in this paper [8]. In the following
paragraphs, different machine learning models from different
papera are investigated and compared with regards to strength
and weaknesses for predicting chords and composing music.
This information gives an indication of which models would
be beneficial for chordal progression prediction.
A. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN’s)
Boulanger-Lewandowski et al. [9] demonstrated that RNN
algorithms triumph over deep belief networks and Harmony
Progression Analyzers (HPA’s) by comparing the chord overlap ratio (OR) and the weighted average overlap ratio (WAOR).
The RNN achieved 93.6% for WAOR and the HPA achieved
82.7% WAOR. Papers by Boulanger-Lewandowski et al. [9]
and Sigtia et al. [10] take the magnitude spectrum and initially
convert it into chords or notes from frequencies by making
use of the Fourier Transform or Constant-Q Transform respectively. By viewing how RNN affects the composition of
music as a whole, it can be seen from Wang et al. [11], that
using the RNN model for composition is greater than randomly
picking notes, however incorporating the Long-Short Term
Memory Model (LSTM) does improve the results. This fact
is backed up by Sigtia et al. [10], which incorporated LSTM
in its language model and achieved 75.5% WAOR.
B. Long-Short Term Memory Models (LSTM’s)
The LSTM model is a special case of RNN which has a
greater temporal memory than the RNN, for this reason, it has
become quite popular for algorithmic music composition. As
mentioned above, Wang et al. [11] incorporates LSTM’s in its
research, and boasts of the remarkable influence of LSTM’s
in learning long-term dependencies and cadences in chordal
progressions by showing a 58% Test Accuracy. Further papers
that explore LSTM models for music composition uncover
remarkable results. By extracting the chord embeddings, the

chords form a resemblance to the Circle of Fifths, which is
an important concept of musical theory that describes chordal
arrangements [12, 13]. The contribution of this paper is the
fact that the model was capable of learning such an imperative
concept of music theory.
Not only are LSTM’s useful for music composition and
learning chordal progressions, but they also prove useful in
improving the structure of already composed pieces, as shown
by Medeot et al. [14]. This paper reiterates the nature of
the LSTM to learn long-term dependencies, and uses that
information to increase the probability of encountering longer
and more distant patterns in existing compositions, [14].
LSTM’s have also been implemented in chord recognition
systems, as demonstrated by Hori et al. [15], who achieved
82.3% accuracy. Here, three different LSTM models were
compared to each other and the stacked bidirectional encoderdecoder LSTM network was the most successful. Before
the LSTM is implemented, the audio data is initially preprocessed by using the Constant-Q Transform and then that
data is passed into the model. The results only looked at
LSTM models, and didn’t show comparisons between different
machine learning algorithms, so it’s difficult to judge how well
this algorithm works on chord recognition systems in contrast
to other methods that exist.
C. Hidden Markov Models (HMM’s)
Most of the chord recognition papers mention Hidden
Markov Models (HMM’s) as either being the primary model
investigated or as a benchmark to weigh the primary models
against. Lee and Slaney [16] use HMM’s as a primary model,
and the idea of different accuracies based on different instruments that are trained and tested is introduced. This paper also
differs in that the model handles symbolic data such as Musical
Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) files to create audio files,
which it then uses in the model, instead of using audio files
from the start. The reason for this is that symbolic files are
easier to perform harmonic analysis on. By using symbolic
data, Lee and Slaney [16] manage to avoid the problem of
noise and solely focus on training the model to identify chords,
thus providing more accurate results.
Chen et al. [17] also uses HMM as its primary model and
uses the ConstantQ Transform, like Lee and Slaney [16], to
attain input to inject into the HMM model, achieving 84.23%
WAOR. This paper uses the Bayesian model as its Benchmark
as well as a state-of-the-art research paper that uses a Harmony
Progressions Analyzer (HPA) as its model [17]. Research by
both Boulanger-Lewandowski et al. [9] and [17] demonstrate
that the HMM model outperformed the Benchmark models,
but not significantly. In comparing the results between these 2
papers, there are some contradicting results, more specifically
with regard to the HPA model having different accuracies
listed. This contradiction makes it unclear whether the HPA
model has a higher accuracy than RNN, or not.
There have been papers that explored using HMMs in
music composition [18], however, not many papers use this
model due to the fact that it does not capture long term

musical dependencies, and overall results in pieces that sound
artificially made. One way that Navarro-Cáceres et al. [18]
navigated this issue, was to incorporate human collaboration
with the model. The model incorporates human preferences
by collaborating with user input to generate melodies. It uses
a Case-Based Reasoning Architecture, and concludes that the
system is able to generate music which is adapted by user
interference. Regardless of the fact that HMM’s are not the
best models for music composition, it does appear to be quite
popular and effective in chord recognition.
IV. M ODEL A RCHITECTURE AND T RAINING
In this section five models are explained as to how they
work, and how they are used in the training of the data to
achieve different results.
A. Naive Bayes Models
a) Description: A Naive Bayes Model is a probabilistic
machine learning model that is based on Bayes Theorem
assuming that features are independent of one another. The
Naive Bayes Classification calculates the probabilities of each
chord given certain features of the audio by using Bayes
Theorem, which is shown in Figure 4. In order to use Naive
Bayes Classification, features first need to be extracted from
the data. Naive Bayes Theorem has many advantages - it is
a simpler machine learning algorithm than those mentioned
in the previous chapter. Naive Bayes does not require as
much training data, and it is fast to implement, which is
useful in making real-time predictions. In addition, the Naive
Bayes Classification is not sensitive to irrelevant features. One
condition of this algorithm is that the features need to be
independent of one another.

C. Random Forests Classifiers
a) Description: A Random Forests Classifier is an ensemble machine learning model that constructs a multitude of
decision trees at training time where the output is the class
selected by most of the decision trees. Random Forest Classification is well known for its accuracy due to the structure of
the random forest. It is infamous for overfitting data. Due to
the fact that Random Forest Classification generates multiple
trees, it can however, be slower than most machine learning
algorithms and take up more memory, which combined with
the fact that audio data takes up quite a bit of memory itself,
may not be ideal. Due to the fact that the audio files used in
this research paper are only 3 seconds long, the memory does
not become a problem. A visual representation of how test
data generates predictions using a Random Forests Classifier
is shown in Figure 6. subsectionTraining The Random Forest

Fig. 6. A visual representation of how a Random Forest model works.

Models all use 100 estimators to train on.
D. Logistic Regression Classifiers

Fig. 4. The formula for Bayes Theorem

B. Support Vector Machines (SVM’s)
a) Description: A Support Vector Machine is a machine
learning model that finds a hyperplane in an N-dimensional
space (where N is the number of features), that classifies data
points. It tends to work better when there are more features
(dimensions) than data. A visual representation of a plane
classifying data points is shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. A visual representation of how an SVM model works.

a) Description: A Logistic Regression Classifier is a
statistical machine learning model similar to that of linear
regression, where a sigmoid cost function is used to classify
events. It performs well when the dataset is linearly separable.
Logistic Regression is less inclined to over-fitting however,
it can overfit the training data if the dimensions are high
enough. Figure 7 shows how Logistical Regression splits twodimensional data using a sigmoid cost function.

Fig. 7. A visual representation of how a Logistic Regression model works.

E. Multilayer Perceptrons
a) Description: A Multilayer Perceptron is a class of
feedforward artificial neural network (ANN) consisting of
atleast three layers (input layer, hidden layers and output
layer), which utilizes backpropogation for learning. It can
be applied to complex problems as it learns by calculating
weights between nodes in a hidden layer between input
and output. The Multilayer Perceptron is known to provide
predictions quickly once training has completed. Due to the
hidden layer, it cannot be established as to what extent the
output is affected by a particular input, or what extent certain
nodes or weights influence the output. Figure 8 gives a visual
representation of how a Multilayer Perceptron works.

Fig. 8. A visual representation of how a Multilayer Perceptron works.

b) Training: The multilayer perceptron used in this paper
has dimension 10 x 10 and a learning rate of 1e-5.
V. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
A. Data Description
The dataset used is Piano Triads Wavset Dataset from
Kaggle Roberts [19]. The dataset consists of 432 3-second
piano audio files of a chord, each labeled according to the
chord played. The chords in the dataset consist of major, minor
and diminished chords for octaves two-seven, meaning that
there are no augmented chords.When the data is read into an
array format is has 66150 features, which is computationally
heavy to compute. The data consists of Wav files instead of
MIDI files, to test how the models manage against noisier
data. The dataset then undergos either a Short-time Fourier
Transform, or a Constant-Q Transform which reduces the
number of features to 1560 from 66150, which is much
more computationally light. Then a new dataset of dimensions
77160x1560 is created by taking the difference of the chords,
and labeling it according to its progression. The data is then
split into training and test data in the ration 70:30. This new
dataset is quite large, which could cause overfitting.

before the differences between the data is computed as the
new dataset. Next, the Constant-Q Transform is performed on
the images. The performance of both transforms are compared
against each other for each model to decide which features are
the most helpful.
a) Short-time Fourier Transform: The Fourier Transform
decomposes functions that are dependent of space or time,
to functions that are dependent of spatial and temporal frequencies. With regards to the research done in the following
papers, this means that the Fourier Transform takes in the
magnitude spectrum and breaks it up into the frequencies
that the magnitude spectrum comprises of. In other words,
the Fourier Transform takes a clip of audio, and breaks it up
into notes and keys and chords by taking the amplitude of the
audio at a specific time, and decomposing the amplitude into
frequencies, and the intensity of these frequencies.
The Short-time Fourier Transform divides a longer time
signal into shorter segments of equal length and then computes
the Fourier transform separately on each shorter segment. An
image representing a chord audio file that has undergone a
Short-time Fourier Transform is shown in Figure 9.

Fig. 9. A visual representation of how the data looks after a Short-time
Fourier Transform is applied to a 3-second audio file.

b) Constant-Q Transform: The Constant-Q Transform is
similar to the Fourier Transform however it does take longer to
compute. Unlike the Fourier Transform, the Constant-Q Transform only deals with frequencies that are audible to the human
ear. The Constant-Q Transform is more difficult to implement,
as it comprises of a varying number of samples that are
used for calculations for each frequency. Because ConstantQ is effectively amplitude or phase over log frequency, a
frequency of 0 cannot exist, which may create problems in
the implementation of the algorithm, depending on what the
system is doing with the transform. An image representing a
chord audio file that has undergone a Constant-Q Transform
is shown in Figure 10.

Fig. 10. A visual representation of how the data looks after a Constant-Q
Transform is applied to a 3-second audio file.

B. Feature Extraction
In order to ensure that the correct features are extracted to
train the models, two transforms are used on the images. First
the Short-time Fourier Transform is performed on the dataset,

C. Hardware Description
The hardware decriptions for the computer that models are
trained on is specified below in Table 1.

TABLE I
T HE C OMPUTE S PECIFICATIONS OF THE MACHINE USED TO RUN THE
MODELS .
Component
CPU
RAM
GPU
OS

Specification
Intel Core i7-9700
16GB
None
Windows 10 Home 64-bit

TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE OF THE MODELS AFTER A C ONSTANT-Q T RANSFORM IS
APPLIED TO THE DATA .
Model
NB
SVM
RF
LR
MLP

PRT
0.46
44.38
18.75
59.23
13.48

PS
0.5196
0.9884
0.9902
0.8349
0.9948

RS
0.5015
0.9883
0.9901
0.8354
0.9948

F1
0.4926
0.9883
0.9901
0.8335
0.9948

Kappa
0.4158
0.9861
0.9881
0.8036
0.9938

VI. E VALUATION OF R ESULTS
In this section, five metrics are used to evaluate the performance of each model. The metrics are as follows:
• Program Run Time: measures execution time of training
and prediction the model.
• Precision Score: ratio of correctly predicted positive
observations to the total predicted positive observations
• Recall Score: the ratio of correctly predicted positive
observations to all the observations in a class
• F1 score: the weighted average of Precision and Recall
• Cohen’s Kappa Score: measure inter-rater reliability for
qualitative items taking into account the possibility of the
agreement occurring by chance.
For the tables below, the following Key is provided:
• PRT: Program Run Time
• PS: Precision Score
• RS: Recall Score
• F1: F1 Score
• Kappa: Cohen’s Kappa Score
• NB: Naive Bayes Model
• SVM: Support Vector Machines
• RF: Random Forest Classifier
• LR: Logistical Regression Classifier
• MLP: Multilayer Perceptron
The performance of the models on the Short-time Fourier
Transform data is shown in table 2.

Naive Bayes classifier assumes that features are independent
of one another, however this is not the case with an audio clip.

Fig. 11. A confusion matrix representing the actual verse predicted chordal
progressions of the Naive Bayes model.

From the confusion matrix in Figure 12, it can be seen that
Eb and G are often confused with each other when the model
is trying to classify the chordal progression. The Naive Bayes
model seems to struggle when the second chord of the chordal
progression is an Eb, and appears to predict incorrectly that the
second chord is an Eb more than the other misclassifications.

TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE OF THE MODELS AFTER A S HORT- TIME F OURIER
T RANSFORM IS APPLIED TO THE DATA .
Model
NB
SVM
RF
LR
MLP

PRT
0.50
86.77
20.07
62.01
15.13

PS
0.4180
0.9752
0.9509
0.9334
0.9914

RS
0.4173
0.9749
0.9499
0.9326
0.9914

F1
0.3995
0.9749
0.9499
0.9323
0.9913

Kappa
0.3169
0.9700
0.9402
0.9196
0.9897

The performance of the models on the Constant-Q Transform data is shown in table 3.
A. Naive Bayes Model
The Naive Bayes achieves 51% accuracy in less than 1
second, which is considered fast. It performs better with the
Constant-Q data. From the confusion matrix in Figure 11, it
can be seen that there are a number of misidentified labels,
of which progression II has the highest number of misclassifications.These misclassifications are due to the fact that the

Fig. 12. A confusion matrix representing the actual verse predicted chords
of the Naive Bayes model.

B. Support Vector Machine
The Support Vector Machine achieves 99% accuracy in
44 seconds, which is considered quite fast, but not as fast
as the Naive Bayes. It performs better with the ConstantQ data. From the confusion matrix in Figure 13, it can be
seen that the majority of the misidentifications appear where
the model predicts progression I , where the progression was
actually progression VII which is not too significant as the
difference in chords are roughly one note apart. The model also
misidentified progression IV as II (which is a more significant
error) and III as IV (which is also roughly one note apart).

progression was actually progression VII (less severe misclassification) and progression III (more severe misclassification).

Fig. 15. A confusion matrix representing the actual verse predicted chordal
progressions of the Random Forest model.

From Figure 16, it can be seen that the most misclassifications arise where the model predicts that the second chord in
the progression is Eb, but it is actually Cs. The second most
misclassifications arise when predicting F instead of Eb and
Bb instead of B.
Fig. 13. A confusion matrix representing the actual verse predicted chordal
progressions of the Support Vector Machine.

From Figure 14, it can be seen that most of the misclassifications of the chords consist of misclassifying the chord as
Cs and F instead of Eb.

Fig. 16. A confusion matrix representing the actual verse predicted chords
of the Random Forest model.

Fig. 14. A confusion matrix representing the actual verse predicted chords
of the Support Vector Machine.

C. Random Forest Classifier
The Random Forest Classifier achieves 99% accuracy in
less than 20 seconds, which outperforms the Support Vector
Machine both in speed and accuracy. It performs better with
the Constant-Q data. From the confusion matrix in Figure
15, it can be seen that the majority of the misclassifications
appear where the model predicted progression I, where the

D. Logistic Regression Classifier
The Logistic Regression Classifier achieves 93% accuracy
in over a minute, which is slower than the other models.
It performs better with the Short-time Fourier Transform.
From the confusion matrix in Figure 17, it can be seen that
most of the misclassifications occur where the model confuses
progression V and progression III (which is approximately two
notes apart), as well as predicting progression IV instead of VI
(which is also approximately two notes apart), and predicting
progression II instead of IV. It can be seen that the model
struggles to identify whether a progression is progression IV
or not.
From Figure 18, it can be seen that the model clearly
confuses the chords Eb and G.

Fig. 17. A confusion matrix representing the actual verse predicted chordal
progressions of the Logistic Regression Classifier.

Fig. 19. A confusion matrix representing the actual verse predicted chordal
progressions of the Multilayer Perceptron model

Fig. 18. A confusion matrix representing the actual verse predicted chords
of the Logistic Regression Classifier.

Fig. 20. A confusion matrix representing the actual verse predicted chords
of the Multilayer Perceptron model.

E. Multilayer Perceptron

Regression Classifier depending on whether the Short-time
Fourier Transform is used or the Constant-Q Transform. The
model that is the most accurate overall is the Multilayer
Perceptron with an accuracy of 99.48%.
The performance of all of the models above show that
chordal progressions can be picked up in noisy audio using
simple machine learning models in real time. This shows
potential and with adaptation could be incorporated in music
analysis software.

The Multilayer Perceptron achieves a maximum of 99%
accuracy when the dimensions are (10,10) for the hidden
layers. It performs better with the Constant-Q data. From the
confusion matrix in Figure 19, it can be seen that the majority
of the misclassifications occur where the model confuses
progression III and progression II (which is not severe).
The model also had a few misclassifications by predicting
progression VII instead of I (which is also not severe).
From Figure 20, it can be seen that the misclassifications
are quite dispersed with the highest misclassification of chord
G, where the model predicted chord A.
VII. D ISCUSSION
A. Performance
The only model that performs better using the Short-time
Fourier Transform is the Logistical Regression Model. The rest
of the models perform better using the Constant-Q Transform.
The Naive Bayes Model perfoms the quickest, however it
yields the lowest accuracy, reaching less than 50% with
the Short-time Fourier Transform. The model that takes the
longest time is the Support Vector Machine or the Logistical

B. Computational Cost
For feature extraction, the Constant-Q transform is more
computationally heavy than the Short-Time Fourier Transform,
however, the Constant-Q transform produces more accurate
results. This creates a trade-off between speed and accuracy
in the model. With regards to the models, the Logistic Regression Classifier and the Support Vector Machines are more
computationally heavy than the rest of the models.
C. Contribution
In contrast to Parncutt and Reisinger [8], which centered
its research around human vocals as data, this paper focused
on piano chords to train on. In contrast to many Chord

Recognition Systems, such as Lee and Slaney [16], the data
used in this paper is Wav files instead of MIDI files, which
incorporates noise. MIDI files result in better performance of
models due to its structured and clean format, however, voice
notes of phones and music is generally MP3 format which
is noisier than MIDI files, therefore creating a model that
performs well on noisier audio has potential applications with
MP3 songs and voice notes.
This paper has been able to show insight into which chords
are commonly confused, such as G and Eb. In addition, it has
provided 3 successful machine learning algorithms to predict
chordal progressions, namely: SVM’s, Multilayer Perceptrons
and Random Forest Models. Alternatively it has shown that
Naive Bayes is not suited for chord progression identification,
and Logistical Regression performs decently but not as well
as the other three models.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]
D. Future Recommendations
Despite the promising results, the models have limitations.
The data consists of a single instrument instead of multiple, so
it might not generalize with other data. In addition the audio
clips only had one chord played, meaning that if an audio clip
had multiple chords, the data would have to be formatted to
allow only one chord per audio sample. When training the
models, the root chord is incorporated into the data already,
however if this were to be used with a song, the root chord
would first have to be calculated and the difference between
the root chord and every other chord in the song would be
calculated.
Further research can be made on using the same techniques
on different instrument data, and perhaps combining different
instruments into one dataset and measuring how well the
model performs.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
VIII. C ONCLUSION
This paper has presented multiple promising machine learning models that successfully recognise the chordal progressions of noisy audio in real time. In addition it has shown that
Eb and G are commonly confused when perfoming chordal
progression identification, with the models having the most
misclassifications with Eb.

[12]
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